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Spring 2014 Joint Conference of
CCCCIO & CSSO
A Fast Lane Focus on
Student Success
Over 240 educational administrators attended this
joint conference, which was opened with a welcome
from Peralta Chancellor Jose Ortiz and an address by
CCC Chancellor Bryce Harris. The conference featured
programs on Title IX athletics issues, adult education
design, the Student Success Act, STEM learning, basic
skills, student equity, alternative advising models, and
basic skills, and more. Here are some highlights:
The pre-conference period once again offered the
411 Academy, attracting fifty participants to hear
the wit and wisdom of Randal Lawson, Dona
Keynote Speaker and CCC Chancellor Harris urges
Boatright, and Pamela Deegan. In addition,
commitment to access and success.
Meridith Randall and Mary Kay Rudolph
offered an all day session on accreditation, and Dick
At Wednesday’s dinner, Mary Kay Rudolph, whom
Robertson and Dennis Bailey-Fougnier provided
Meridith Randall swore was born in Kenya and raised
an orientation for new and aspiring CSSOs.
in Hawaii, received the Carter Doran Award. She was
After Wednesday’s lunch, Chancellor’s Office reps Van warmly applauded, probably for her tireless leadership
Ton-Quinivan, Linda Michalowsky, Kathy Booth,
over the last few years and her shy and retiring manner.
(continued on next page)
and Chris McCullough provided
updates on Student Service Programs,
including enrollment priorities, SSSP
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In Thursday morning’s first session, Zachary
Peichat, Supervisory Attorney for the Office of Civil
Rights, San Francisco region, provided a clear and
thorough explanation of Title IX as it applies to school
and college athletics. Afterwards, Debra Jones, CCCCO
Dean, Career Education Practices, provided an update
on adult education planning and the work of the AB 86
Work Group. Concurrently there was a session on the
Student Success Act hosted by Chancellor’s Office staff
and college student services administrators. Thursday’s
luncheon speaker was Chris Roe, CEO of the Stem
Learning Network (CSLNet), a non-profit organization
with the mission to help California students prepare
for the knowledge and skills needed for success in
education, work, and their daily lives.
After lunch, Celia Esposito-Noy, Craig Hayward,
and Diego James Navarro presented a wealth of
data and evidence in support of efforts to develop
students’ affective learning (developing hope, selfefficacy, engagement, etc.) in order to improve
learning overall. Their three colleges (Cosumnes
River, Irvine Valley, and Cabrillo) have projects that
have produced promising results in terms of improved
academic performance of students whose affective
learning is carefully addressed. The last Thursday
session, “Basic Skills Completion: The Key to Success
in California Community Colleges,” featured Barbara
Illowsky, Robin Richards, and Kelly Fowler, who
described “effective practices for faculty, staff, and
administrators” and walked the group through a

history and description of the efforts to improve basic
skills success and encouraging us to make good use
of Basic Skills Completion, a 159-page guide available
for download as a pdf file:
http://extranet.cccco.edu/Portals/1/AA/
BasicSkills/2013Files/BSI_E-Resource_10-18-13.pdf
Two other sessions were presented in this time
slot: “Student Services Tackling the Student Agenda
Together,” and “Alternative Advising Models.”
The President’s Reception that followed was
sponsored by eLumen, after which the assembled
multitude spread throughout San Francisco in search
of great restaurants.
On Friday morning, a group of CIOs and CSSOs
(Erika Endrijonas, JoAnna Schilling, Tim Woods,
Luha Ortega, and Victoria Rosario) discussed
their efforts to improve their enrollment management
strategies, emphasizing the need not only to attract
students to classes but to ensure that they were taking
the right classes. Jim Gaston, Director of Information
Technology--Academic Systems South Orange CC
District, wowed the audience with “Sherpa,” a wellconceived program that provides a self-service guide for
students to develop academic plans; a tracking system
for counselors and students to monitor goals; automated
assistance to help students select classes that achieve
their goals; and integration with Project ASSIST to reduce
data maintenance and improve accuracy. Information is
available at http://www.socccd.edu/sherpa/.
NB: For access to all conference presentations, click
on http://ccccio.org/resources.html.
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Ninth Carter Doran Award Winner
Mary Kay Rudolph
Rudolph Reigns, Dear!!!
Mary Kay Rudolph began her community
college career in the Los Rios District,
serving as an instructor, the coordinator for
corrections and law enforcement courses
at the District’s Public Safety Center, and
later the dean for technical and vocational
programs at Sacramento City College.
After serving over three years as the Vice
President of Learning at Northcentral Technical College in Wausau, Wisconsin, she
returned to California in 2005 to become
the CIO at Santa Rosa Junior College. She
immediately became active in CCCCIO
and has been on the CIO Board since 2010.
She served as the CCCCIO President from
January 2012 to through June 2013.

N&V: Why did you become a community college
administrator?
MKR: Because I just can’t keep my mouth shut when
I see something that needs to be changed in a system, and then I’m constitutionally unable to avoid
volunteering to fix things! I began my career as a
faculty coordinator at Sacramento City College and
after a couple years a team of faculty women leaders
approached me and said I should apply for an interim
dean position that was opening up. I was flattered
and honored by their recommendation and took their
advice. Or maybe I was bamboozled. . . .
N&V: Have you had mentors along the way?
MKR: Absolutely—both men and women. I’d actually
say, going all the way back to my probation officer
days, that I’ve always had great bosses who were
willing to show me how to be better at my job and
encouraged me to push myself.

N&V: What do you think are the most difficult
challenges you had to face as a CIO?
MKR: Long ago and far away in another land
(Wisconsin) I had the worst boss I could have ever
imagined. He was cruel, sexist, arrogant, egocentric,
and arbitrary. Trying to be a leader in an environment of fear and hopelessness really taxed all of my
resources. Compared to those years, being a CIO
during a period of budgetary collapse, increased
accountability, and rapid turnover is a cakewalk!
N&V: You’ve been an observer of and a participant
in the state level issues of the California community
colleges for some time now. Have you seen any
particular trends or evolution over, say, the last five
years, either within the system or beyond?
MKR: Absolutely. We are in a time of monumental
transformation in California unlike anything we’ve
seen in the last 30 years. We’re moving from a culture
that was focused on institutional open access and near
(continued on next page)
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total freedom of choice for all, to one that is focused on
institutional and student accountability, careful allocation of limited resources, and a commitment to both
access and success as measured by the completion of
programs that meet student goals. The Student Success
Task Force and the Transfer Model Curriculum legislation were both game changers. Permanently. And in
the course of this transformation, a third to half of our
faculty and academic administrators will have retired
within the next couple years.
The bad news is that many of us weren’t prepared
for change of this magnitude. The good news is—it’s
exciting! We are acting more like a system in a good
way, including establishing real connections with our
high school and CSU/UC partners.
N&V: What advice would you give to new
instructional deans and new CIOs?
MKR: You must come to the CIO conferences and do
the 411 training at least once. The training gives you
the foundational basics for your success, and you will
make friends with new colleagues with whom you can
share ideas, triumphs, and sorrows.
N&V: What about the day-to-day stuff?
MKR: Unfortunately, Dean and CIO positions can be
lonely at times. Do your homework before making decisions (but don’t stall), consult and collaborate whenever possible (we have a lot of really smart people at
our colleges), make the decision and accept the fallout
or praise, and NEVER be ashamed to admit when you
made a mistake—just don’t make the same one twice!

N&V: What do you think are the major strengths of
the CIO organization?
MKR:The CCCCIOs are the most supportive, welcoming, helpful, and humorous group to which I’ve
belonged. We have strong leadership in our board,
fabulous support from Claire Biancalana, our Executive
Assistant and a retired CIO. We have great collaborative
relationships with the Statewide Academic Senate and
the CCCCSSOs. We reached out to some “seasoned” CIOs
to create a handbook that is a bible for new CIOs, and
the CIO listserv and this newsletter keeps us connected.
We work hard and we look out for each other.
N&V: What suggestions would you give to the
organization to make it more effective?
MKR: As you may know, during my time as President
we saw more than a 50% turnover in CIO positions
throughout the state, either through retirement or
lateral or upward transitions. We need to continue
working with new CIOs to keep our organization vital,
useful, and informed. We need those new CIOs to
begin serving on statewide committees and taskforces,
presenting at the CIO conferences and moving into
statewide leadership. We’ve always done a great job of
grooming the next generation for success—we need to
make that a goal for the future too.
N&V: Final thoughts?
MKR: I truly believe the CIO position is the hardest
one at our colleges, but also the most rewarding. I’ve
never been as exhausted or satisfied as I’ve been in this
job. And receiving the Carter Doran award was truly
the icing on my career cake!
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Retiree Kathy Berry
and the Meaning of
(Retirement) Life
After recognizing Imperial Valley CIO Kathy Berry as the sole
retiree at the Spring conference, we persuaded her to give us
the top ten reasons she is looking forward to retirement.

Congratulations, Kathy!
10. Trading in my CIO title for a CGM title
(Chief Grandma).
09. Looking forward to doing whatever I want
because even Monday mornings now belong
to me.
08. Enjoying morning-with-the-paper coffee
instead of rushing-somewhere-in my-car
to-a-stupid-meeting coffee.
07. Asking “Where should we go next?”
instead of “You want me to do
what with those FTES?”
06. Limiting my planning priorities
to the development of the Berry
Leisure Plan.
05. ACCJC Who?
04. Falling asleep in front of late night
TV shows instead of late night
Board of Trustees meetings.
03. Trading in marathon meeting
days for days meeting with
friends days.
02. Avoiding all technology except
Facebook, Instagram and Twitter!
01. Who needs 10 reasons? Nine is
more than enough!

The Berry grandkids
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Fifteen minutes of fame recipient #19
Rio Hondo College:
Fifty Years of Vistas

Kenn Pierson is the Vice President of Academic Affairs
at Rio Hondo College in Whittier. He has a B.A. in English
and music from Dakota Wesleyan University, a M.A. in
English with an emphasis in playwriting from SUNY/
Buffalo, and a Ph.D. in English with an emphasis in early
American literature from the University of Minnesota.
N&V: Tell us the story of how you came to
be at Rio Hondo and became the college’s chief
instructional officer.
KP: My journey to Rio Hondo College was a result of
both personal and professional decisions. After living
for a few years under the oppressively gray skies of
Seattle, whose clouds hung heavily over the otherwise
beautiful campus of the University of Washington/
Bothell (UWB), I decided for personal reasons to
relocate to sunnier climes, specifically to Southern
California. Professionally, I also had made the decision to seek employment at a community college. At
the time, I was serving as a Writing Center Director
at a two-year, upper-division campus, one of a few
such institutions in the country. At UWB, all incoming students were transfer students, primarily from
community colleges. I became interested in working
with lower division students to help them prepare for
the writing challenges they would encounter in upper
division courses. So, in 1997—after nearly 20 years of
teaching English at the four-year level—I assumed an
English position at Rio Hondo College. I plunged happily into teaching basic skills and transfer-level composition courses, as well as literature and creative writing.
In 2008, encouraged by colleagues, I applied for and
was selected to become the Dean of Communications
& Languages. In 2012, I was appointed the Vice
President of Academic Affairs.

I never specifically set out to become a senior
administrator, but as I finish my 17th year at Rio
Hondo—now in the role of CIO—I am greatly
enjoying the opportunity to look at education from
a broader leadership position.
N&V: What makes the college unique?
KP: Lots of things. The campus is situated on a hill,
and an officially designated wildlife sanctuary surrounds our buildings. The vantage point is inspiring.
On a clear day, you can see the Hollywood sign 20
miles away. At night, our observatory provides prime
viewing of the stars. Here’s a tidbit: some early proposed names for our college celebrated our vista—
Rolling Hills College, Friendly Hills College, Hillview
College, Highland College. An episode of Mission
Impossible was filmed at our campus in the 1960s
before the trees had been planted—our then-barren
campus depicted the grounds of a German laboratory.
Our community college is an official Hispanic
Serving Institution, as many others in the state, but
our male-majority student enrollment makes our HSI
status noteworthy.
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Several faculty members at Rio Hondo have recently
held prominent leadership positions in the state. Dr.
Manuel Baca has been serving as President of the
Board of Governors (BOG) and was recently re-elected
to the BOG (an unusual accomplishment in itself).
Dr. Lynette Nyaggah currently serves as President of
the Community College Association (CCA), and, of
course, most readers of News & Views know Michelle
Pilati, who recently finished a term as President of the
statewide Academic Senate and continues to provide
statewide leadership on behalf of all our colleges.
Finally, given the times we live in I should mention
that our district has been fiscally solvent for decades
and even boasts a Standard & Poor’s rating of AA!
N&V: What sort of feedback about the college do you
get from students?
KP: Students consistently report a welcoming and
warm atmosphere from staff and faculty at our campus. We truly extend a feeling of “family” at Rio, and
students who take classes at neighboring colleges frequently comment on how they prefer the more supportive environment at our school. As our list of ADTs and
other degree programs increases, students are offered a
variety of rigorous academic courses of study leading to
successful transfer. Nationally, Rio Hondo College ranks
87th on the Top 100 list of Associate degrees awarded in
all disciplines to minority students, and 39th for degrees

awarded to Hispanic students. Last year, our MESA
program received national recognition by ¡Excelencia
in Education! Through the years, we have also earned
a solid reputation for our exemplary career/technical
programs in alternative energy, automotive technology,
and nursing, as well as for our regionally acclaimed fire
academy, wildland fire academy, police academy, and
Homeland Security training facility. Our 48,000 squarefoot Physical Education Complex contains a new NCAAsized pool, newly renovated fields and tennis courts, and
one of the largest and best-equipped community college
fitness centers in the country.
N&V: What do you like most about your work at the
college?
KP: What I enjoy most about being a CIO is the variety
of new experiences I have each day—new projects, new
data, new people, new ideas, new guidelines, new challenges. Every day I learn something new about education in California and the needs of the students we serve.
I am blessed with a super-knowledgeable administrative
assistant who helps organize the many demands on my
time and offers experienced insight. While it is sometimes frustrating to have my daily schedule interrupted
to address new issues that arise unexpectedly, I am
never at a loss for things to say at the dinner table each
night when I tell my family about what I learned during
“my wonderful day at Rio Hondo.”
(continued on next page)
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N&V: What’s tough about your job?
KP: Having come into administration by way of the
classroom at Rio Hondo College, I find it perplexing
when faculty and administrators sometimes fail to consider the “other” perspective, or to agree that issues can
be looked at from more than one point of view. I consider my 25+ years of teaching experience as the most
valuable asset in my role as CIO. Yet, some colleagues—
former faculty colleagues and fellow administrators
alike—prefer an “us vs. them” approach to problem
solving rather than a collaborative approach grounded
in communication and trust. Keeping a studentcentered focus, I have found, is the best way to move
forward in such situations—but sometimes it’s tough!
N&V: What major challenges has the college
addressed over the last ten years?
KP: Our campus is in the process of healing after
years of weakened trust among constituent groups.
Superintendent/President Teresa Dreyfuss and I (who
started our new positions on the same day in July 2012)
have aggressively sought to lead our college forward
by boosting low morale on campus, promoting unity
and healing, and catching up on several campus-wide
endeavors that have been neglected over the past few
years as a result of strained relations. This has been happening at the same time our campus is preparing for an
accreditation site visit in September, re-writing several
institutional master plans, finalizing a robust building
program, implementing our Student Success and Equity
plans, and launching a new college website—all institutional challenges themselves, which are being undertaken collaboratively and in the spirit of healing.
N&V: What major planning initiative will the college
implement over the next three to five years?
KP: As the fiscal agent for the Rio Hondo Regional
Adult Education Consortium, we look forward to our
role in helping our college and local K-12 districts and

ROPs to re-envision the scope and delivery of adult
education throughout our consortium service area.
Our consortium’s organizational model and planning
process have already served as examples for other colleges/consortia in surrounding regions.
N&V: What would you be willing to tell us about your
life outside of your work at Rio Hondo?
KP: Well, I must say, I do keep engaged. Here are a few
factoids that might interest or amuse:

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

I grew up on a family farm in South Dakota, where
we raised corn, oats, cows, pigs, and chickens, and
I attended a one-room country school, á la “Little
House on the Prairie.”
My partner and I live in a loft in downtown Los
Angeles that features a 50-seat theatre.
We are very proud that our son has won a full scholarship to the Joffrey Ballet School in New York.
My life goal to write 10,000 poems before I die is
two-thirds met.
I write educational video scripts for my partner’s
production company on topics ranging from osteopathic medicine to accessibility issues to veterans
with PTSD.
My play Mountain Thunder was staged in Japan and
adapted into a PBS film.
The spelling of my Swedish surname “Persson”
(“son of Per”) was changed to “Pierson” when
one of my father’s schoolteachers decided the
Scandinavian pronunciation should conform to
English-language orthography—an English teacher,
no doubt!

N&V: Anything else you want your colleagues to know
about Rio Hondo?
KP: Yes. Rio Hondo College celebrated its 50th anniversary last year. With several new state-of-the-art buildings and an inviting new landscape at our campus, we
are greatly looking forward to the next 50 years!
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Rio Hondo 2013–2014 Institutional Goals
•

Provide excellent instruction in general education
and major requirement courses leading to
increased student degree completion and
successful university transfer.

•

Act responsibly, ethically, efficiently, and in an
accountable manner, including actively seeking
outside sources of funding, to preserve fiscal
solvency.

•

Provide instruction in career technical education,
leading to certificates, degrees, and job placement/
job enhancement.

•

Recruit, hire, develop, retain, train, and support
highly qualified and diverse administrators,
faculty, and classified staff.

•

Provide excellent and innovative instruction and
other learning opportunities in basic skills leading
to increased completion of Basic Skills sequences.

•

Meet the ever-changing technological needs
required to support the educational process and to
enhance student access and success.

•

Offer opportunities to meet the educational needs
and interests of the community.

•

•

Promote a student-centered climate that contributes
to increases in retention and persistence, and
improves student success through collaboration
that values diversify.

Design, modernize, and maintain a physical
infrastructure, both on and off site, that meets the
changing needs of students, staff, and the College’s
instructional and student support programs while
valuing and enhancing the aesthetic beauty of
the college.

•

Respond to the region’s educational needs and
contribute to its economic future through service
to the community and partnerships with public,
private, and non-profit organizations.

•

Provide students and employees with an engaging
and rewarding campus life.

•

Offer increased educational opportunities for
students who are traditionally not college-bound.
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Rio Hondo College at a Glance
Historical Overview
1960–

Area voters established a Junior College
District.

1962–

Area expanded to include El Rancho
Unified School District, necessitating
election of a separate Board of Trustees.

1963–

Dr. Phil Putnam hired as first president,
Board selected “Rio Hondo” as college
name, and a $12 million construction
bond issue passed to construct a college
for 4,000 students on the Pellisier Ranch
property, the present location of the
main campus.

1964–65 Classes held at former Little Lake School
in Santa Fe Springs.
1966–

Rio Hondo College campus opened with an
enrollment of 3,363 daytime students and
2,682 evening students.

2012–

Rio Hondo College serves more than
20,000 students each semester on a
beautiful campus and new satellite
facilities equipped with essentials for 21st
century teaching and learning .

Vision Statement
Rio Hondo College strives to be an exemplary California
community college, meeting the learning needs of its
changing and growing population and developing a
state of the art campus to serve future generations.

Mission Statement
Rio Hondo College is committed to the success of
its diverse students and communities by providing
dynamic educational opportunities and resources that
lead to associate degrees, certificates, transfer, career
and technical pathways, basic skills proficiency, and
lifelong learning.

Values Statement
As a teaching/learning community, we come together
and strive to meet the needs, aspirations, and goals of
our changing student population and communities.
Since what we value forms the core of who and what
we are, the college community—trustees, faculty
and staff—recognizes the importance of openly and
candidly expressing the college’s values. Rio Hondo
College values quality teaching and learning, student
access and success, diversity and equity, fiscal responsibility, and integrity and civility.
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Rio Hondo Students at a Glance
Annual 2012–2013

Annual 2012–2013

Student Count

Student Count (%)

TOTAL

27,416

100.00%

African-American

605

2.21%

American Indian/Alaskan Native

56

0.20%

Asian

2,230

8.13%

Filipino

393

1.43%

Hispanic

18,427

67.21%

Multi-Ethnicity

233

0.85%

Pacific Islander

38

0.14%

Unknown

2,648

9.66%

White Non-Hispanic

2,786

10.16%

Female

11,964

43.64%

Male

15,295

55.79%

Unknown

157

0.57%

Credit FTES

Non-Credit FTES

Total FTES

12,732.00

476

12,837.64

Total Distance Ed FTES

13,208

Source: CCCCO Data Mart
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Bragging Rights
Delta Auto Body Wizards “Driven to Dream”

Larry Mariani with car

San Joaquin Delta’s Auto Body Repair and Restoration
The program has resulted in some great publicity.
program recently completed a great collaborative
Check out the full story in the links below, including the
project with the Haggin Museum in Stockton. Under
You Tube video.
the watchful eye of instructor Larry Mariani, the
http://www.hagginmuseum.org/exhibitions/driven/
students restored a 1959 Nash Metropolitan for display
nash.shtml
in a special collection of cars for the museum’s “Driven http://www.recordnet.com/apps/pbcs.dll/
to Dream” show in the late fall of 2013. The car
article?AID=/20130324/A_LIFE/303230316
was donated for a raffle prize, with proceeds going
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZIJ4Hf1flI
to the museum.
Submitted by Matt Wetstein
“Larry Mariani is a topnotch professor who is
Assistant Superintendent/Vice President of Instruction
turning out some amazing students,” says Delta CIO
San Joaquin Delta College
Matt Wetstein. “Whether you are a car buff or not,
I think you will enjoy checking out the links that
chronicle this project. How can anyone resist a 1959
Nash Metropolitan?”
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Long Beach City College
Is Flowering
People are happy to brag about Long Beach City
College’s fantastic horticulture program and Jorge
Ochoa, its incredible director. The local newspaper
was so impressed that they recently published the
following feature story:
Jorge Ochoa is the director and the only instructor
of the Horticulture Program at Long Beach City
College. As he looks around LBCC’s garden with a
smile, he points to every single plant and flower he
shares. He says the main goal of the horticulture
program is to improve the city you live in. This is
exactly what Jorge revolves his life around, and it
shows throughout the city.
During his career, Jorge has walked 95% of the
city to record and map the biggest, oldest, and
most unique trees. He says it’s always an incredible
experience to go down almost every street and see
the trees he once recorded.
Jorge has also assisted the Naples Islands Garden
Club in planting the palm tree basins and provided
the plants on Second Street between North Ravenna
Drive and Tivoli Drive. He also took part in garden
improvements at Mark Twain’s Elementary School,
Rancho Los Cerritos, Scherer Park, and the Armory.
Like most people, Jorge didn’t know much about
horticulture. He thought it was just about plants and
mowing lawns. But it is, actually, the art or science of
cultivating, processing, and marketing of plants, turf,
flowers, vegetables, and nuts.
When he was in college, there was a push for
computers, but he had no desire to pursue it. It wasn’t
until he took an assessment test that he discovered his
career lay in his high test results for careers related
to the outdoors and human services. He was a little
hesitant to pursue horticulture because he didn’t want
to be labeled as the stereotypical Mexican gardener,
who just mows lawns. However, this hesitation went
away over time.

Jorge Ochoa

“When I looked into the program in 1995 at LBCC
and I saw the garden area, I knew I was going to enjoy
it,” Jorge said.
As an instructor, Jorge enjoys sharing his plants and
hopes that he saves a few students from careers that
they hate.
“When I ask my students why they are here, most
say it’s because they like plants or they have some type
of fond memory of gardens from their childhood.”
He said he could relate because he has a childhood
memory out in the fields of Mexico. This memory
is one of the factors that created his interest in
horticulture.
Among his other responsibilities, Jorge is also the
keynote speaker for garden clubs throughout the city
and also answers emails and phone calls related to
gardening from city residents. He takes on this duty
because he is the only expert in the largest horticulture
program in Long Beach and surrounding cities.
Jorge is also a plant consultant for the Long
Beach Water Department’s Lawn-To-Garden Turf

(continued on next page)
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Replacement Program. It is an incentive program that
pays $3 per square foot when a grass lawn is replaced
with a water-efficient landscape. As a plant consultant,
Jorge also records new plants that are being introduced
or being cultivated by different ethnic groups in the city.
Although Jorge’s life revolves around horticulture,
he made it a point to say that he has only mowed a
lawn twice, and he didn’t enjoy it.
Photo and story by Gazette staff writer Sarah Whiteford.
Reprinted by permission of The Grunion Gazette, Gazette
Newspapers, http://www.gazettes.com.
Submitted by Marilyn Brock
Interim Vice President, Academic Affairs
Long Beach City College

Reedley College’s STEM
Ambassadors Flourish
The STEM Ambassadors program is one of the most
successful outreach programs at Reedley College (RC).
STEM Ambassadors, who major in the fields of science,
technology, engineering, and math, visit surrounding
school classrooms and provide K-12 students with
exciting and motivational STEM activities to make
them more aware of STEM career fields and the STEM
pathway at RC. They also host local school children in
the Reedley College science labs for monthly “SciFri”
fun science activities. Over the 2011–2012 academic
year, they engaged and inspired over 1,390 K–12 and
college students and collectively provided 80 hours of
STEM-related community service.
Two faculty mentors support the STEM
Ambassadors, who in turn serve as mentors to K–12
students. After visiting Foothill College’s physics show,
the RC students created their very own STEM show,
with numerous demonstrations. Students also took a
trip to the Computer History Museum to learn about
the origins of some of the greatest technologies that

STEM ambassadors

we use on a daily basis. STEM Ambassadors spread
the word that young students can pursue careers in
science and math through fun, hands-on teaching.
The program is very popular with the local schools and
the community.
The 2013 STEM Ambassador’s focus group sessions
conducted by the HSI STEM external evaluation team
revealed outcomes in six areas: a) develop positive
relationships with STEM faculty which increased
confidence and motivation in STEM classes,
b) reinforce STEM knowledge, c) become positive role
models on campus, in the community, and at home,
d) broaden their understanding of opportunities in
STEM and develop multiple perspectives by working
with peers in other STEM majors, e) develop friendships,
and f ) lead to more opportunities on campus.
Submitted by Jan Dekker
Vice President of Instruction
Reedley College
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Santa Rosa Junior College
“Transformational” for
Immigrant Alumnus
Dr. Celestino Fernández was born in a small town in the state
of Michoacán, Mexico. When he was eight years old, the
family immigrated to Santa Rosa and worked in agriculture
picking apples, prunes, and walnuts. Celestino attended the
local schools and then enrolled at Santa Rosa Junior College,
graduating in 1971. In 1973 he became a naturalized U.S.
citizen; he is now a professor with an M.A. and Ph.D. in
sociology from Stanford. Since 1976, Dr. Fernández has
served as Professor of Sociology at the University of Arizona.
In addition to teachng, he is a University-wide Faculty
Fellow and the Director of Undergraduate Studies in the
School of Sociology. He has published in a variety of fields
and is the recipient of many awards.
Dr. Fernandez returned to SRJC to speak at commencement ceremonies held in May 2014 — 42 years after his
own graduation. Below we have provided a sampling of his
comments.
It is not an overstatement to say that SRJC changed
the course of my life. I came here thinking that I would
become an architect and left with a passion to become
a sociologist and college professor. It was here that I
was introduced to the humanities and social sciences.
I recall the passion one of my English teachers had for
poetry . . . which I now write, often in Spanish.
My experience at Santa Rosa was set in the context
of the social changes that the United States, indeed the
world, was undergoing. This was the period of the Civil
Rights Movement, the Anti-War Movement, the
Women’s Movement, you name the social issue; we
had a movement going on. It was during this period
that I dropped out of the JC and was immediately
drafted into the military. I was not even a U.S. citizen
then but that’s a long story for another time. When I
returned I did so with a passion, knowing that I
wanted a college education. One semester I took 15
units and worked full-time, cleaning the bakery at
Safeway. I often woke up early to do my homework

Celestino Fernandez

because I was too tired in the evening when I got
home from work. I still get up at 4:00 am to work
and exercise.
Of the many things I recall about SRJC I will
comment on two. First is the academic quality of
the programs as reflected in the faculty. Professors
cared about teaching, they cared about the subjects
they taught, and they cared about the students as
human beings. As a consequence, I very much enjoyed
reading, discussing, and learning. The second special
feature about the college was its inclusiveness. My
friends and I were made to feel welcomed here. Not all
colleges and universities were like that in those days,
and some still aren’t.
There were very few students of color when I was
enrolled at the JC. I learned recently that 29% of
current JC students are Latino. When I was here,
Latinos may have comprised 1–2% of all students.
I do not recall coming across a single Latino professor
or any other professor of color during my time here.
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In fact, when my sisters and I first attended Roseland
Elementary School in 1957, we were the only Latinos.
Today, the Latino student population is close to 90%.
But I must say that even in the face of the great
under-representation of people of color on the
JC’s faculty at the time I attended, my professors
demonstrated sincere interest in my learning and I am
grateful to them.
My hope for you is that Santa Rosa Junior College
has touched you deeply, that it has changed you
forever. True education must be transformational. My
hope is that you, too, will be committed to keeping the
doors of education open for all of the people, including
the so-called “Dreamers;” but aren’t we all dreamers
passing through this life?
Submitted by Mary Kay Rudolph
Vice President of Academic Affairs
Santa Rosa Junior College

Napa Valley Continues
Decades-Long
Commitment to
Inclusive Community
For over two decades, Napa Valley College has been
committed to maintaining an inclusive and safe campus community for all students and staff. The college
is proud of its history of engagement in support of this
value. A brief history of the variety of our initiatives
and programming over the years captures this legacy:
In 2001, the college began a series of communitywide film screenings and presentations featuring
speakers such as Judy Shepard, mother of Matthew
Shepard, who was murdered in a vicious hate crime in
1998, and Darrell Scott, father of Rachel Scott, who
was murdered at Columbine High School in 1999.
In 2002, 2008, and 2012, the the Theater Arts
Department produced “The Laramie Project,”
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“A Reading Of The Laramie Project,” and “The Laramie
Project—Ten Years Later.”
In 2005, Napa Valley College brought the Stop the
Hate program (http://www.stophate.org) to campus and
trained 25 members of the faculty and staff on biasand hate-prevention strategies. The program is provided
by Campus Pride (http://www.campuspride.org),
the nation’s leading organization for student leaders
and campus groups working to create a safer college
environment for LGBT students. Trainers undergo
three days of intensive training on a variety of topics
associated with hate crimes. A Bias Incident Response
Team monitors campus climate, advises the president
and campus police when hate crimes occur, supports
victims, and provides prevention workshops and training.
Fortunately, the number of hate crimes and bias incidents
occurring at Napa Valley College has been minimal.
Napa Valley College now coordinates the Stop the Hate
Program for Campus Pride on a national basis, with
trainers traveling to two and four yeara colleges around
the nation.
In 2009, Napa Valley College created a Safe Space
Program that includes training for faculty, staff,
and students. Over 100 members of the campus
community have completed the training so far. The
program also provides training for the Foster Care
system in Napa County and at other community
colleges in California.
In 2012, the college joined City College of San
Francisco to develop an LGBT Studies Certificate Program
at Napa Valley College. Students can earn an 18-unit
certificate and transfer to City College of San Francisco to
complete an Associates Degree, or earn a 4-year degree
in LGBT Studies after transfer to San Diego State. This
spring, the college is offering the Introduction To LGBT
Studies at New Technology High School in Napa.
For more information about the programs described
above, interested readers should contact Greg Miraglia,
Dean, Career Technical Education and Workforce
Development (GMiraglia@napavalley.edu).
Submitted by Terry Giugni
Vice President, Instruction
Napa Valley College
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• We have representation on the three main

statewide initiatives—common assessment,
educational planning, and online education—
which gives us a continuing voice in how these
progress.

• We have been active in the crafting of some

legislation, such as the baccalaureate degrees
and dual enrollment, and in the support of or
opposition to other bills.

• We have maintained or built bridges to

other groups, such as the Academic Senate
and Council of Chief Librarians, laying the
foundation for future collaborations.

• We are supportive of current efforts to increase

funding for full-time faculty and for “quality”
education generally—future CIO presidents and
boards will need to carry these efforts forward.

Meridith Randall
President, CCCCIO

President’s Message
Dear CIO Colleagues:
As the end of the academic year approaches, I feel a
little like the outgoing Miss America, relinquishing
my crown to Craig Justice (who will probably look
better with a tiara on his head than I do). There have
been some ups and downs this year, and without a
replacement for the Vice Chancellor of Academic
Affairs at the Chancellor’s Office, I fear we did not
make progress on some of our goals. But here are
some highlights and some strengths to build on:

• We held two well-attended conferences, one with
our CSSO colleagues, which provided opportunities for new CIOs to network and get up to speed.
We have always been a collegial and supportive
organization, and those traits continue.

It has never been my personal hallmark to be a loud
voice, but just as many of us do on our campuses,
I have tried to be a constant reminder that our colleges
are first and foremost educational institutions, and
CIOs are the lynchpins of that enterprise. We are
also the gadflies for accreditation, and I think we
should take some credit for the declining numbers of
institutions on sanction over the last couple of years.
Personally, I hope to refine the accreditation training
we offered at the spring conference and make it useful
to current and future CIOs.
We have a lot to look forward to over the next few
years: easing budgets, reforms in adult education
delivery, a chance to offer a baccalaureate degree,
funding to support student services—and always,
new colleagues to indoctrinate. Let’s remember to be
helpful to each other no matter what may happen, and
good luck to us all.
—Meridith
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Meridith, leads CIO Board meeting

Chancellor Harris with Michael Poindexter and Craig Justice
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Peralta Chancellor Ortiz welcomes CIOs
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Wednesday luncheon

21 new CIOs!
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Updates on Student Success and Launch Board

Sunny San Francisco
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Regional groups
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Taking a break
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Debra Jones and the future of adult education

Chris Roe on the transformation of STEM

Kelly Fowler, Robin RIchards, and Barbara Illowski address Basic Skills

Title IX speaker Zachary Peichat,
with Erica Endrijonas

Affective learning with Celia Esposito-Noy, Craig Hayward, and Diego James Navarro
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Presidents' reception
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Presidents' reception
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Enrollment management with Tim Woods, Jim Gaston, Craig Justice, Irene Malgram, plus Erika Endrijonas, Victoria Rosario,
and John Weispfenning

